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Praying the Papers
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-question—something you don’t get,
or want to clarify
-challenge—something you disagree
with, or want to nuance
-implication—“so what” for your
evangelistic approach
-application—something useful right
now in your context
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bit.ly/ReligionAustralia2017
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Touring Adolescent Athens

Foundations
Testing a hunch

with Dave Benson

Demographic: Generation Y (1981-1995),
especially adolescent outsiders
… now 23-38 y.o. (in 2018)
Athens and Contextualization: A Model

Full thesis available online:

http://www.scripture-engagement
.org/content/what%E2%80%99s-bible-got-do-me

Foundations

Notes before the Tour

Athens and Contextualization: A Model

Simple sketches of Adolescent Athens

1. Tour the City

Your itinerary for the tour …

2. Find Points of Contact to the Gospel
What can I commend?
What must I challenge?
What barriers must be removed?
What bridges offer the point of closest contact?

3. Contextualize your message

A. General context: pluralism,
postmodernism, moral relativism, secularism,
consumerism, fragmentation and fragility
B. Spiritual context: attitude to spirituality and
religious beliefs, Christianity, and the Bible

C. A Model for Reaching Generation Y

4. Leave the results up to God

#1. Pluralism

#1. Pluralism
❖ Pluralism as mere plurality
•
racially and ethnically diverse
•
lifestyle diversity
❖ Pluralism as preference
•
multiculturalism
❖ Pluralism as relativism
•
cultural pluralism
•
backlash
❖ Religious pluralism  inclusive indifference
❖ Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge?
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#2. Postmodernism

AUTHORITY/REVELATION

#1 premodern

AUTONOMY/REASON

TRUTH?
INTERPRETATION
(words)

#2 modern

REALITY
(world)

EXPERIENCE/DECONSTRUCTION

#3 postmodern

#2. Postmodernism

#2. Postmodernism

❖postmodernism

❖ metaphysics, midi-narratives & distraction

• tradition  reason  experience
• truth, suspicion, and freedom
• tolerance as belief equality—reasonable if
truth does not exist or cannot be known
• relativism & diversity guard against
oppressive metanarratives

❖ Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge?

❖ postmodernity
• “how could you know? … no right answers”
• choice + taboo  confused pragmatist …

#3. Moral Relativism

#3. Moral Relativism

❖ 2/3 believe “right & wrong” is just opinion …
“everything is relative; who am I to judge?”
❖ sexual ethics, experimentation,
and antiquated Biblical beliefs

❖ homosexuality, fornication, cohabitation, abortion
❖ reinforcement: media, educators, parents
❖ And yet … conscience, “no harm,” influence
❖ the world beneath, clusters, and control

❖ adolescent idealism, absolutes, and incongruity
❖ Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge?
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#4. Secularism

#4. Secularism
❖ two-pronged attack—oppressive and archaic
❖ nurtured by secularism
❖ hypermodernity and relativism

❖ autonomous self, naturalism, and pragmatism
❖ science supplanting God  secularism
❖ “residual positivism and empiricism”
❖ “moralistic therapeutic deism” & seculars
❖ taboo on religious discussion  naïve
❖ Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge?

#5. Consumerism

#5. Consumerism

❖ “metanarrative of secular individualism”
❖ freedom + choice = fulfilment + happiness
❖ custom goods, custom religion
❖ “live-to-consume,” music, media consumption
❖ wants  work  materialistic secularization

❖ manipulation by marketers
❖ selective consumption + selective listening
❖ religion: “from obligation to consumption”
❖ New Age, low commitment, tyranny of self
❖ Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge?

#6. Fragmentation and Fragility

#6. Fragmentation &
Fragility
❖ cognitive compartmentalization,
relational disconnection, identity confusion
❖ fragmented … and fragile
❖ surprisingly upbeat

❖ and, simultaneously highly stressed
❖ disempowered and unsure who can help
❖ vaudevillian plate spinners
❖ Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge?
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A. Spirituality & Religious Beliefs

A. Spirituality & Religious
Beliefs
❖ < 4% are serious spiritual seekers
❖ Christianity still majority view, but secular slide
❖ most Gen Y are theists
❖ most Gen Y are open to the supernatural

❖ most Gen Y are confused over their beliefs
❖ “open” but relatively disinterested
❖ less institutional but still asking big questions
❖ Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge?

B. Attitude to Christianity

B. Attitude to Christianity

❖“Christianity has an image problem”
• organized religion with a political agenda
• judgmental, negative & hypocritical
• male dominated, female oppressive
• homophobic
• arrogant & exclusive
• sheltered, out of touch, & anti-intellectual
•CHRISTIAN FAITH IS IMPLAUSIBLE …
“okay for you, perhaps, just not for me”

❖ And yet … rationalizations, culture wars,
Gen Y openness  Gen X … don’t be defensive
❖Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge

C. Attitude to the Bible

C. Attitude to the Bible
❖ popular criticism, revisionism, misuse 
largely mocked as untrustworthy
❖ the Bible as a religious tool for oppression
❖ discounted miracles, questionable history

❖ few read it, and most are biblically illiterate
❖ Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge?
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BARRIERS

Epistemologically

Historically

… right or wrong by whose standards …
isn’t guilt just a subjective emotion?

Politically
Anthropologically

Feminists
Postmodernists

… how could you know?
… why should I trust their biased reconstruction?

Psychologically

Pragmatically

Deconstructing the Gospel

… what will your exclusivism and intolerance cost?
… how can you say Jesus is the only way?

… what relevance has this for here and now?

… Only a man can save?

And via cosmic child-abuse?

… Isn’t this truth claim a mask for power?

Debriefing Post-Tour
❖ Debunking the stereotypes
❖ Nuancing our portrait
• follow parental beliefs
• post-Christendom, not post-X’n
• secular skepticism prevalent
• all hold some moral absolutes
• growing pursuit of meaning/community
• unsure of beliefs, protective of autonomy
• yet, questioning, and open to caring guidance
toward an enjoyable life
❖ Diversifying our approach

A Model for Engaging Gen Y

Christianity is Plausible

Aim: “Opening ears by undermining secularism”
Strategy: Logical Verification (Reason)
Mode: Challenge
Model: Francis Schaeffer

Triangulation

Christianity is Credible

Aim: “Establishing trust through advancing credible truths”
Strategy: Empirical Verification (Evidence)
Mode: Inform
Model: Lee Strobel

Christianity is Relevant

Aim: “Arousing interest by engaging experience”
Strategy: Existential Verification (Experience)
Mode: Inspire
Model: Rob Bell

“Hymn for the Hymnless”—Ke$ha (2017) … synopsis by artist here

Why is the gospel “good news”
to the “hymnless” like Ke$ha?
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Our Father who is in Heaven,
Holy is Your Name.
Your Kingdom come, Your will be done
On Earth as it is in Heaven
Give us this day our daily bread,
And forgive us our trespasses,
As we forgive those who
trespass against us.
And lead us not into temptation,
But deliver us from evil.
For Yours is the Kingdom,
the power, and the glory
For ever and ever,
Amen.

(1) Testimony by ___________
(2) Tips by ________ for ___________
(3) Challenge of _______________
(4) Forum posts for pre-reading
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